require (phytools) require (geiger) require ( # In our case, we have overlap issues in both directions. Because we have data for fewer taxa than we have in our phylogeny, let's first prune our tree to just those species in the tree that were also measured before proceeding further.
# We'll prune the tree using drop.tip. We need to give it our tree, and a list of species to prune. We'll use the TreeOnly list of species names we just made to prune these species from the tree. -c(tip.cols_cldA, tip.cols_cldB, tip.cols_cldC,tip.cols_cldd,tip.cols_clde) names(cols) <-1:length(cols) cols <-setNames(palette()[1:length(unique(discTraitOne))],sort(unique(discTraitOne))) tipLabels <-character(length(Ctree$tip.label)) #We're going to make a new matrix to store the colors will use to label our tip taxa names(tipLabels) <-1:length(tipLabels) tipLabels[discTraitOne=="1"] <-"black" tipLabels[discTraitOne=="2"] <-"red" tipLabels[discTraitOne=="3"] <-"green3" tipLabels[discTraitOne=="4"] <-"blue" tipLabels[discTraitOne=="5"] <-"cyan" nodeLabels <-character(length(1:Ctree$Nnode)) #We're going to make a new matrix to store the colors will use to label our tip taxa # In our case, we have overlap issues in both directions. Because we have data for fewer taxa than we have in our phylogeny, let's first prune our tree to just those species in the tree that were also measured before proceeding further.
# We'll prune the tree using drop.tip. We need to give it our tree, and a list of species to prune. We'll use the TreeOnly list of species names we just made to prune these species from the tree. land.gp<-c("A","A","A","A","A","A","A","A","A","A","B","B","B","B","B","B","B","B","B","B") -c(tip.cols_cldA, tip.cols_cldB, tip.cols_cldC,tip.cols_cldd,tip.cols_clde) names(cols) <-1:length(cols) cols <-setNames(palette()[1:length(unique(discTraitOne))],sort(unique(discTraitOne))) tipLabels <-character(length(phyloTimeLadderized$tip.label)) #We're going to make a new matrix to store the colors will use to label our tip taxa names(tipLabels) <-1:length(tipLabels)
